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Abstract. Initial expectations about the interactive affordances of VR were often

inspired by science fiction and technological fantasies rather than based on actual

technical possibilities. In these futuristic accounts of VR, interactors would have

the opportunity to fully engage with the characters that inhabit the story world, in

ways that would feel so natural that it would be indistinguishable from reality. In

‘real’ reality however, the actual production of VR has turned out to be consider-

ably more complicated. To provide a realistic impression of the actual possibilities

of VR, this study presents four widely acclaimed contemporary VR experiences

(Wolves in the Walls, The Line, Down the Rabbit Hole and A Fisherman’s Tale)

and reviews them from a media theory and communication science perspective.

We discuss whether and how the concepts identification, parasocial interaction,

‘breaking the fourth wall’ and spatial and narrative presence can still be applied to

these VR case studies, eventually aiming to contribute some rudimentary insights

into the range of possible media conventions that narrative VR may contain.
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Narrative engagement · Character involvement

1 Introduction

It was not that long ago that the most recent revival of virtual reality – now generally

referred to as the third wave of VR [2] - managed to thrill the tech world and even

the most critical platforms uninhibitedly expressed their high expectations for the new

medium. Technology magazine Wired, for instance, declared early in 2014 that the first

Oculus Rift demos did not only give rise to grand anticipations about the way VR

would revolutionize video game play, but that the format was also highly probable to

dramatically change the way we watch movies [40].

The possibility of unlimited interaction was one of the features that visionaries

openly fantasized about. Cinematic VR would not only allow the viewer to walk around

in movies, but also provide the opportunity to fully interact with the characters inhabiting

the story world, thus creating one’s own unique story by taking part in narrative fiction

in a way that would ultimately be indistinguishable from real life.
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Looking back though, while these assumptions often seem to have been based on

pre-existing ideas and technological fantasies about VR, rather than on actual technical

possibilities, these statements certainly influenced the public opinion and expectations

about the medium. Graves [14] pointed out how the fictional representations of VR as

a wondrous technology affected how the public perceived the medium and warned that

since these fictional accounts on the possibilities of VR were often strongly positive, the

public may become disappointed with their actual experiences of VR.

Janet Murray [30] stated that one of the most striking responses to ‘the advent

of digital modes of representation in the second half of the 20th century’ has been the

anticipation – framed sometimes as a hope, sometimes as a fear – that digitally generated

forms will someday be indistinguishable from reality. By default, these expectations

include the possibility to interact and communicate with the inhabitants of digital realities

in a seemingly infinite domain of interactive narrativity. She pointed out that this attitude

of omnipotent representational powers leading to a replacement of the real world with

the virtual world has led non-scientists to overestimate the present and future of VR

experiences.

In the current study, we therefore aim to take a closer look at the actual possibilities

that ‘real’ contemporary VR offers in terms of interactive narrative and character inter-

action. Rather than be inspired by over-enthusiastic technological predictions, future

fantasies or science fiction, we intend to stick to what is actually available to the general

public and can be experienced with increasingly affordable and obtainable headsets. We

aim to present a selection of contemporary VR cases that feature a range of interest-

ing narrative novelties that may eventually inspire new perspectives for the design and

creation of interactive digital narratives.

2 Theoretical Considerations

In futuristic accounts of VR, interactors would have the opportunity to fully engage

with the characters that inhabit the story world, in a seemingly boundless interactive

narrative, with characters responding in ways that would feel so natural that it would be

indistinguishable from reality. Lombard and Ditton [25] proposed to use the term ‘per-

ceptual illusion of non-mediation’ for this level of technology that reaches a maximum

level of immersion, eventually leading to a situation in which interactors are no longer

aware of the fact that there is technology involved. In ‘real’ reality however, this level

of technological perfection is still mostly a theoretical thought experiment, as the actual

production of ‘flawless’ VR has turned out to be considerably more complicated [38].

One of the first industry accounts exploring the nature of the relation between users

of VR technology and the characters that may be encountered in virtual environments

was published on the blog of the Oculus Story Studio [4]. In his report, Matt Burdette

described the uncomfortable sensation that was detected during the making of their

early works such as Henry [17] and Lost [26]. Burdette describes how the team noticed

that in previous versions of these experiences, the team had noticed a distinct lack of

connection to the characters and the environment, and in turn, the story. Because of the

ghost-like feeling that one may have with this lack of acknowledgement and the sensation

of having no tangible relationship with your surroundings despite feeling present in the
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world, Burdette coined the ‘Swayze Effect’ in a reference to the movie classic Ghost.

With Henry, the team discovered that by having the character ‘lock eyes’ with the user

- by looking right into the camera and seemingly acknowledging their existence - this

effect could be partially eliminated.

Since then, it has become clear that interactors in VR may develop dramatically

different connections to the characters and the virtual environment they inhabit than

they would with characters in traditional ‘flat’ media. As of yet however, research and

theory on this specific aspect of VR is still scarce.

2.1 Identification

Mainly referring to traditional media such as cinema and television shows, the possibility

to connect or interact with characters and the way audience members react to these char-

acters has been studied from different perspectives. A first perspective is identification,

described by Livingstone [24] as ‘imagining being in someone else’s shoes and seeing

the world through his or her eyes’. In his extensive theoretical discussion of the topic,

Cohen defined identification as ‘an imaginative process through which an audience mem-

ber assumes the identity, goals, and perspective of a character’ [6]. The author defines

identification as a mechanism through which audience members experience mediated

events from the inside, as if the events were actually happening to them. On first glance,

both descriptions seem to fit quite well to what users experience in cinematic VR, when

they are invited to take the perspective of someone else’s world as recorded by the 360°

camera, as was for instance described by Chris Milk: “It’s a machine, but inside of

it, it feels like real life. And you feel present with the world you are inside, and you

feel present with the people that you are inside of it with.” [32]. Another aspect of the

broader notion of identification with mediated characters has been explored within the

field of video game studies. Hefner, Klimmt and Vorderer [16] discussed identification

with game characters as a mechanism for computer game enjoyment and specifically

proposed game interactivity as an important facilitator of strong identification.

2.2 Parasocial Interaction

A second perspective that is considered with relations between viewers and media char-

acters is parasocial interaction (PSI). The concept of parasocial interaction refers to

audience members interacting with media personae as they would in face-to-face inter-

actions [22]. This concept was first discussed in reference to television personalities by

Horton and Wohl, who proposed to consider individual audience members as actively

relating to media performers in a psychological perspective, “as if they were involved in

an active face-to-face exchange rather than in passive observation” [in 15]. Livingston

[23] clarified that compared to identification, PSI adds an interactional component to

the relation between viewers and media personae that the former is lacking. However,

as Konijn and Hoorn [22] pointed out, the term parasocial interaction was coined in

a period when the audience was considered to passively consume mass media. Cohen

[6] argued that PSI applies to media figures who directly address the viewer, such as

newscasters and presenters, while Giles [13] proposed to differentiate between media
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figures who are direct representations of real people such as newscasters, and dramatic

characters played by actors and fantasy figures such as game characters.

2.3 The Fourth Wall

When dramatic characters and fantasy figures directly address the viewer, this is often

referred to as ‘breaking the fourth wall’ [8, 21, 34, 39]. The fourth wall is a term borrowed

from dramatic theory, first proposed by Denis Diderot [in 3] that considers the theatrical

stage as having three walls (two sides and a rear) and an invisible fourth-wall boundary

between the actors and the audience. Breaking the fourth wall thus refers to eliminating

this imaginary divide between performer and audience, for instance by having actors

in a film or television show look straight into the camera and acknowledge the viewer.

Connecting the concept of the fourth wall back to parasocial relationships, Auter [1]

described how participants who watched a television show in which the fourth wall

was broken, scored significantly higher on a PSI scale than participants that viewed the

same show in which the breaks were edited out. Conway [7] discussed the concept of the

fourth wall in relation to video games, firstly stating that a direct acknowledgement of the

player by the game is a clear fourth wall break in the most conventional sense. In games,

breaking the fourth wall can also be seen as an action that may contract the magic circle

or even place the player outside of it. However, games also have an inherent potential

to not only break a fourth wall, but instead expand it, or relocate it entirely behind the

player. Conway pursues his argument by stating that the concept of breaking the fourth

wall therefore is actually insufficient to describe all of the possibilities of interaction

between the user and the game world. Rather than referring to the breaking of the fourth

wall, he suggests viewing these instances from a perspective of ‘wall moving’ [7].

2.4 Spatial Presence and Narrative Engagement

Another concept that is closely related to the way users interact with and react to charac-

ters in a virtual story world is presence, which is often connected to narrative engagement.

Pressgrove and Bowman [31] suggested to distinguish presence and narrative engage-

ment by associating the former with ‘being in a mediated place’ and the latter with ‘being

in a mediated story’. Ma [27] argued that spatial presence is more of a response to the

media system, whereas narrative engagement is an emotional and cognitive reaction to

the narrative content itself. In VR, the topic of presence is often connected to the concept

of embodiment. The term ‘sense of embodiment’ refers to ‘the ensemble of sensations

that arise in conjunction with being inside, having, and controlling a body especially in

relation to virtual reality’ [21, pp. 374–375]. Mel Slater [35, 36] presented evidence that

the experience of a virtual body may be a critical component of the sense of being in the

virtual location.

3 Case Studies

For our current exploration, we have selected four contemporary VR case studies that

feature different examples of interactive storytelling. All four are available in the Oculus
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Store, can be viewed with the Oculus Quest headset and were released between 2019 and

2021. And importantly, they all have been praised by the international VR community as

featuring innovative insights into narrative, gameplay and immersion, either by authors

on VR review sites or by juries of VR and new media festivals. After shortly describing

the VR experiences, we will discuss whether and how the concepts of identification,

parasocial interaction, ‘breaking the fourth wall’ and presence can be accounted for in

the selected sample.

3.1 Down the Rabbit Hole (2020)

Since its first publication in 1865, Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland

[5] has inspired numerous movies, plays, exhibitions and other kinds of performances

and retellings. The story has proved to be effectively convertible to a horror video game

in American McGee’s Alice [28] and Alice Madness Returns [29] and unsurprisingly,

Wonderland also turned out to be an intriguing setting for a VR experience. With Down

the Rabbit Hole [9], producer Cortopia Studios has chosen to explore the narrative

affordances of VR by presenting a story-driven puzzle game in which the player needs

to unravel riddles and solve puzzles to guide the protagonist through an extensive rabbit

hole. While it is technically a third-person game, the first-person interaction consists of

engaging with the rabbit hole itself. Positioned as a giant in the midst of the rabbit hole

that is visible all around like a vertical 360° dollhouse diorama, players not only control

the protagonist, but also need to manipulate the environment itself to be able to detect

hidden objects and solve certain puzzles. The manipulation of the rabbit hole can be

achieved by grabbing the tree roots that stick out of the walls and ‘physically’ moving

the environment around, or upwards or downwards, to drag the viewpoint to the desired

position. This mechanic enables the user to move the narrative forward by proceeding

to the next scene, but it can also be used to turn the cylinder in an opposite direction

and take another look at previous scenes with achievements that are already accounted

for. Other game mechanics and narrative interventions include short scenes in which the

player needs to solve puzzles in a first-person perspective and a reassuring voice-over

that will sometimes reflect on these assignments.

3.2 The Line (2020)

The Line [23] is a short VR app that received acclaim for being a well put-together expe-

rience for newcomers to virtual reality, receiving the ‘Best VR Immersive Experience’

prize at the 76th Venice International Film Festival and a Primetime Emmy award for

‘Outstanding Innovation in Interactive Programming’. The experience tells a love story

of two miniature puppets named Rosa and Pedro who live in a toy train city that is a

scale-model of 1940s São Paulo, presented to the user as a room-scale world-diorama.

Laganaro explained in a press primer that his goal with The Line was to create a film

that would only work in VR and that needs the user to exist [18]. What makes this

interactive experience interesting is that all the user’s movements in the physical world

are equivalent in the virtual world. While the position of the user is outside of the story

world, they can interact with the world and the characters and are physically responsible

for the progress of the characters through the story, without having to solve puzzles or
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take part in other game-related actions. This way, The Line shows that it is possible to

tell an interactive story to a user who is not involved with a body or a character, but still

be very active and emotionally engaged in the narrative.

3.3 A Fisherman’s Tale (2019)

A Fisherman’s Tale [10] is a single-player adventure game built around a series of escape

rooms, with the player taking up the role of Bob, a puppet fisherman who finds himself

locked in his lighthouse. In the center of the first room sits a model of the lighthouse,

with a tiny version of the fisherman inside, who mimics all his movements. Moreover,

looking outside through the window, the player notices a giant version of Bob, who

moves simultaneously as well. This technique of placing a smaller copy of an image

within itself, often suggesting an infinitely recurring sequence, is known in Western art

history as mise en abyme [19], and A Fisherman’s Tale may be the first time that this

principle was applied in VR. To move forward in the game the player needs to solve

relatively simple puzzles that often make use of the fact that items laying around in the

lighthouse have smaller or larger copies as well, which proves to be an important game

mechanic for object interaction. According to Feltham [11] in a review on UploadVR,

‘A Fisherman’s tale might be the first to achieve a perfect storm of gameplay, immersion

and narrative in a single experience.’

3.4 Wolves in the Walls (2019)

Awarded a Primetime Emmy for Outstanding Innovation in Interactive Media in 2019,

Wolves in the Walls [41] is a 40-min long interactive storytelling experience by Fable

Studio, based on the children’s book of the same name by author Neil Gaiman and

illustrator Dave McKean [12]. In Wolves in the Walls, the interactor plays the role of an

imaginary friend of Lucy’s, an eight-year-old girl who suddenly hears strange scratch-

ing and wolves’ noises coming from behind the walls of her family home. Since the

story world is mediated through Lucy’s imagination, everything unnatural is artistically

possible, which allows for dream-like transitions and art styles. Together, the player and

Lucy investigate the noises and meet the family members, who don’t buy into Lucy’s

story about the wolves. Eventually, however, Lucy’s suspicions prove to have been right

all along and in a hectic final sequence, the family needs to flee the house. During the

whole experience, Lucy is the only character who acknowledges the interactor, chatting

and gesturing and constantly locking eyes. This VR experience features a whole range of

remarkable interactive elements that serve to heighten the sensation of spatial presence

as well as deepen the narrative engagement. Following up with Lucy’s requests, the user

is equipped with a pair of drawn hands to take pictures with a virtual in-game camera,

write on walls, shine an in-game flashlight to explore dark area’s and even fill jars in the

kitchen with jam.

4 Discussion

A first essential difference between the definitions by Livingstone and Cohen for identifi-

cation with characters in traditional media and the process of identification in VR seems
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to be the level of psychological engagement that is required from the user. Identification

with a television character is based on a psychological attachment between the viewer

and a character, but rather than leading to interaction with the character, it leads to imag-

ining being the character. Precisely this last psychological process is partly superfluous

in 360° VR, as the technology facilitates the step between watching a fictional character

and imagining being in the shoes of that character. In the four cases that are presented in

the current overview, this particular mode of relating to a character in VR is developed

in a number of different ways.

Down the Rabbit Hole features a number of short scenes in which the gameplay shifts

from the usual third person to a first-person perspective, in which the player temporarily

takes up the role of the protagonist and is accordingly addressed by the other characters

in the story world. In the biggest part of the experience, though, the role of the user is

quite suitably described by Tekaia [37]: “You assume the role of what is essentially a

disembodied spirit floating in the center of the rabbit hole, with its curved subterranean

walls encircling you on all sides.” And while Down the Rabbit Hole does not offer any

surprising new insights into interactive storytelling, the particular narrative novelty of

this experience lies in the fact that the traditional fourth wall is provoked in an intriguing

way: not by breaking it but by transforming it into an interactive mobile cylinder.

In The Line, identification with the characters does not happen by taking up their

role, since the user is placed outside of the story world as a spectator who nonetheless

needs to perform certain actions to move the story forward. This mechanic, that in itself

already causes a certain commitment to the characters and their love story, places the

user in an interesting lacuna between presence and narrative engagement: while they are

not taking part in the story world, at the moment of play they are no longer in the ‘real’

reality either, as they are surrounded by the spatial reality of the virtual room in which

the diorama is placed. Near the end of the experience, the producers have inserted a small

innovative interaction when Pedro the puppet falls out of the diorama and ‘contacts’ the

user with gestures and facial expressions, begging them to help him get up again. Here, a

fourth wall is broken, with the user and the protagonist engaging in an active parasocial

relationship, temporarily taking part in the same performance and working together to

progress the narrative towards a happy ending.

While the gameplay is fairly simplistic and the narrative comes across as a classic

children’s story, the fusion of experience and interactivity in A Fisherman’s Tale show

what VR as a narrative medium may be capable of in terms of providing new possi-

bilities of interactive storytelling and character involvement. The user takes up the role

of fisherman Bob in a more or less classical first-person perspective, but by adding the

sensation of simultaneously being confronted with a giant and a miniature doppelgänger,

and at the same time being able to interact with the objects in their worlds, the sense of

embodiment in this experience is considerably stretched. While the use of a narrator’s

voice over ensures that users keep a clear cognitive distance between themselves and the

protagonist, the sense of spatial presence that is heightened by the use of mise en abyme

causes a distinct and surprisingly physical sense of engagement.

In Wolves in the Walls Lucy’s imagination permeates the experience and the resulting

dissonance between what is imagined and what could be real evokes a sense of curiosity

and engagement. Furthermore, sharing and actively living Lucy’s fantasies creates a
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bond with her and the player, leading to empathic immersion and social presence. The

player’s role undergoes an important transformation when Lucy draws them a pair of

hands, thereby granting agency to interact with the world. By taking pictures, shining

light in dark places or writing notes on the walls, they are from that moment on fully

involved in the narrative, not by guiding or controlling the protagonist, but by actively

cooperating with her. This coherence of narrative and gameplay mechanics creates what

could be understood as ludonarrative harmony and supports the player’s meaning-making

process [33]. Remarkably, in this experience the role of the player sometimes resembles

the ghost-like feeling that was described by Burdette [4], when the player’s existence

is not acknowledged by the other family members in the house. But the fact that Lucy

is constantly talking to them, interacting and actively seeking the player’s assistance

and collaboration, and the distinct ability to interact with the surroundings, together

create a sense of spatial presence as well as narrative engagement that show how the

establishment of media conventions for VR is still in constant development.

5 Conclusions

A characteristic that the four reviewed case studies have in common, is the fact that

while they all make use of technologically advanced interaction techniques, providing

remarkable insights into the creative possibilities of the medium, their narrative content

is mostly targeted at a children’s audience and derived from children’s books. And while

the reviewed cases are to a certain level emotionally engaging, they mostly seem to serve

as an exercise into what the medium eventually will be able to contain. However, the

concerns that were formulated in early reviews on the medium, and that were mostly

informed by future fantasies or science fiction, are not expected to easily become reality.

In her essay Virtual/reality: how to tell the difference, Janet Murray states that when

users enter a well-crafted VR experience, they will suspend disbelief and get lost in it,

the same way as they do in movies or video games. However, after taking the headset

off, a viewer returns to the one reality we all live in, where we are responsible for our

actions. The author points out that it is not hard now to tell the difference between the

real and the virtual, ‘and it will not get any harder in the future because that is not

how a medium of technology develops’ [30, p. 11]. She suggests viewing VR as an

emerging medium within an evolving community that is beginning to develop the media

conventions to support sustained interaction and immersion. With the current discussion

of four selected VR case studies, showing how the application of theoretical conventions

such as identification, parasocial interaction and ‘breaking the fourth wall’ may slightly

shift when used for VR, we hope to have contributed some rudimentary insights into the

range of possible media conventions that narrative virtual reality may contain.
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